A1mkn-t-In this paper we developed a new neuro controller for robot manipulators. A simple dynamic neural network is used to estimate the unknown robot manipulators, then the direct linearization controller is derived via this neuro identifier. Because the approximation capability is limited, another robust sliding mode compensator is addressed. Our main contributions are: first we give a bound for the identification error of the parallel neuro identifier; second we establish a bound for the tracking error of the hybrid controller.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently many researchers manage to use modern elegant theories for robot control. Adaptive Control is a p o p ular and powerful approach to control systems with unknown parameters [17] . Sliding Mode Control [IS] consists a hypersurface switching surface which leads to the asymp totic trajectory convergence to this sliding surface. In spite of that this control is robust with respect to external disturbances, its implementation is never perfect because of "chattering effects" (state oscillation around sliding surface). Robust Feedback Control [3] is usually designed to guarantee the stability and some quality of control in the presence of parametric or unparametric uncertainties. Rcbust Adaptive Control can be realized by the following two ways: by adding minimax control or saturation-type control to the existing adaptive control [15] or by changing the adaptation law so there is a negative defined term (leakagelike adaptation) [lo] . Adaptive-Robust Control (see [I] and [l6]) estimates on-line the size of the uncertainties and uses these estimates in the tradii nal robust procedures [ 11. Unfortunately, the corresponding theoretical study is still not completed. Optimal Control is applied to design a robust control for manipulators with some uncertainties [8] .
Neural Networks (NN) control is a very effective tool to control the robot manipulator when we have no complete model information or, even, consider a controlled plant as " a black box" [7] . Neurocontrol is model-free, it is based on the NN model. To get a neuro model there exists two kinds of structure: serial-parallel model and parallel model [ll] . Serial-parallel In this paper, a simple DNN similar as [14] is used to identify robot manipulator, instead of serial-parallel model we use parallel identification structure. This neuro identifier cannot give a good approximate accuracy. So our controller for the robot manipulator has two parts: a direct linearization neuro controller and a sliding mode compensator. The main contribution of this paper is connected with the extension of our previous results [13] in the following directions: we consider parallel model of dynamic U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. copyright. 31 22 neural network to identify the unknown robot manipulator, the new learning laws assure stability of the identification error; then a bound for the tracking error of robot manipulator is established.
ROBOT MANIPULATOR DYNAMICS
The dynamics of an n-link robot manipulator may be expressed in the Lagrange form [6]
where q consists of the joint variables, T is the generalized forces, M (q) is the intertia matrix, V q, q is centripetal- 
The two-link manipulator system (2) has 4-dimension state and 2-dimension input. In order to design a suitable neuro controller, we define following auxiliary variable 
When we design a neurocontrol we do not need to transfer the original system (1) into the standard form (2) or (4). We give the form of (4) 
such as sigmoid functions V m 41 sinq2 0
This neural network does not contain any hidden layers. We use this simplified neural network because we want to make the neuro controller more reliable. This model will cause more unmodeled dynamic, but we may compensation the modelling error. For the two-link manipulator n = 2. The robot manipulator to be control is given in (4), it can be presented as a DNN plus a modelling error, i..e. there exists weight W* such that the system (4) is complete described by
The robot dynamics have following standard properties M(q) is a positive symmetric matrix bounded by ml I < M(q) < m21.
The norm of matrix V is bounded an known function 'ub(q).
s= f(xt,t) +g(zt,t)ut 
X'Y + (X'Y)' 5 X'A-lX + YTAY (18)
T
A3: For a given matrix A. there exists a strictly positive defined matrix QO such that the matrix Riccati equation -2ATPAf 5 A ; P A T I P A t + A f T A f A f 5 A : P I I ;~P A~+~, (11) with the matrices R and Q given by
we obtain: -R := W + A y 1 , Q := QO +D,, (12) Amin (Qo) ' according to (12) , (20) becomes where st = W', K is a positive define matrix, P is the solution of the matrix Riccati equation given by (11). Assuming also that the assumptions A l -A 3 hold, we conclude that the weight and identification error are bounded, i.e.,
Wt=Wt= -stKPa(Zt)AT
At, Wt E L, (13) Wt is constant matrix and from (22) llAtll is also bounded, so V is bounded. (13) (12) is similar with the series-parallel structure [14] , the differences are seriesparallel structure uses g(?j) and parallel structure uses lowing Lyapunov equation where p is a solution of the L~~~~~~~ equation ATP, + p ,~ = -Q~, the tracking
~( 2~) ;
In series-parallel structure P is the solution of fol-A,* = q -x * is bounded. Pr0o.f: From (23) and (26) we have
. * in parallel structure P is the solution of a matrix Riccati (30) equation (1 1).
Remark 3: The updating rates fi; := K P can be achieved by a special selection of the gain matrices K, the solution of matrix Riccati equation (11) does not influence the updating law.
Remark 4: If we have no any unmodeled dynamic (A f = 0), we obtain ;ii = 0 and, hence, from (14) the globally asymptotic stability is guaranteed, i.e.,
limsup -
As cp (x*, t ) , x* and Wt(r(Zt) are available, we can select ut as (27) where u1,t is direct linearization control (28). So
The Sliding Mode technique can be applied to compensate dt. Let us define Lyapunov-like function as
IIAllQ, dt = 0, from which we directly obtain IlAtII -+ 0.
where P is a solution of the Lyapunov equation ATPc + P,A = -Qc. Using (31) whose time derivative is
From (7), we know that the nonlinear system (4) may be .
Vt= A,* (ATPc + PCA) Af + 2A,*TPcU2,t + 2AZTPcdt.
(33) modeled as According to sliding mode technique, we may select u2,t as (4) to track a optimal trajectory x* E ! J?' which is assumed to be smooth enough. This If We select k is big enough such that trajectory is regarded as a solution of a nonlinear reference model:
Based on the neural network identifier (5), we will force , we can avoid the "chattering effects" because our hybrid control has two part, the main part u1,t is derived from neuro identifier, and ug,t uses boundary layer compensator to eliminate the chattering.
Remark 6: Compare (5) and (26) ' . *
If we select ut = ul,t . . *
-z = A (~-z * )
Because A is stable, lim ( 2 -z*) = 0. u1,t is used to make neuro identifier (5) follow the reference model (26). Because the neuro identifier (5) cannot follow the robot dynamic (4) exactly, so u2,t is used to compensate the modeling error in order to make the robot (4) follow the reference model (26).
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
We take the robot parameters as in [6], we also include friction in (l), i.e. ZI = Z2 = 27-1 = 27-2 = lm, ml = 0.8kg, m2 = 2.3kg, v l = v2 = 0.4, k l = k2 = 0.8, g = 9.81. The initial conditions are 3.14,0.6] . We assume the parameters in (4) are unknown, only the position and the velocity of q are available. The neural network used for identification is as Fig.2 and Fig.3 . There exists identification errors because we use second order neural network to model the dynamic of two links robot, there are unmodelled dynamics.
Then we apply the hybrid neurocontrol to the two-link manipulator. For compensation a standard PD control is give as in (36). The result appears in Fig.4 and Fig.5 and is unsatisfactory. If we use parallel DNN, we select A =diag [l, 11, V. CONCLUSION A dynamic neural network was developed for the twolink robot manipulator. First we use the parallel DNN to identify the dynamic of robot, then a direct linearization controller is applied base based on this neuro identifier. Because of the modelling error, a sliding mode compensator is presented. In this paper we proof that both of identification error and tracking error axe bounded.
